UNC Fraternity Donates Dues to Local Food Charity

Story provided by UNC Delta Kappa Epsilon, Beta Chapter

In the midst of the COVID-19 crisis, the Delta Kappa Epsilon fraternity at UNC donated $17,600 on April 6 to a local nonprofit in order to help feed children in Orange County who normally depend on the breakfast and lunch offered at school for regular meals.

"Many children living in Chapel Hill and Carrboro rely on the breakfast and lunch provided by their public schools," said Vance Brice, president of the UNC Delta Kappa Epsilon (DKE), Beta Chapter. "As schools in the area have closed during the COVID-19 pandemic, local communities have struggled to provide these kids with meals and nutrition. This donation represents something we can do to help other members of our community who are affected by this unprecedented crisis.

Following UNC-Chapel Hill? s indefinite closure on March 20 due to COVID-19, Mr. Brice and the fraternity? s treasurer, Chris Vaughan, determined that $17,600 would be left over from each brother? s dues which covered meals for the remainder of the spring semester. Rather than allocate refunds or issue credit for the upcoming fall semester, DKE? s members and their parents agreed to donate those funds to TABLE, a local charity suggested to them by Meg Miller, the fraternity? s longtime house manager.

TABLE is a nonprofit organization based in the Chapel Hill-Carrboro area that provides hunger relief and nutrition education services to children living in Chapel Hill, Carrboro and neighboring communities within Orange County.

"TABLE is so grateful to DKE for their contribution to help us feed Orange County kids," said Ashton Tippins, TABLE? s executive director. "As a result of DKE? s donation, we will be able to provide 8,800 meals and snacks to the roughly 600 hundred children we serve weekly. ?

Scott Smith, DKE? s academic advisor and alumni board president, expressed his hope that DKE? s decision would serve as a catalyst for other Greek organizations.

"I am proud of the example the UNC-DKE leadership and active members are setting," Smith said. "Showing compassion for others who may be less fortunate is more
important than asking for a refund. This donation goes to show that fraternities like DKE at UNC can lead by example in our community. I hope their contribution to TABLE will challenge others in the UNC Greek system and throughout the country to consider doing more of the same.

To learn more about TABLE and their relief efforts throughout Orange County click [here](#)[1]. For any additional information regarding UNC-Chapel Hill’s response to COVID-19, please visit [www.unc.edu/coronavirus](http://www.unc.edu/coronavirus) [2]
A fraternity at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill has donated their dues to a local food charity. The fraternity, known for their philanthropic efforts, has been actively involved in various community service projects. The announcement highlights their commitment to supporting local causes and encouraging other organizations to do the same.

The donation was made to TABLE, a local food charity that focuses on providing healthy and nutritious meals to those in need. TABLE is located at 201 W. Main St. in Chapel Hill.

For more information on TABLE and how to support their mission, visit their website at www.table.org. Additionally, the fraternity encourages others to consider donating to local charities and volunteering their time to make a positive impact in their communities.
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